Great Scott  
Great Sound!

SCOTT'S NEW COMPACT STEREO SYSTEM GIVES YOU  
THE ULTIMATE IN FM, FM STEREO, AND RECORD PERFORMANCE!

Audio experts will tell you that the only way to get professional stereo performance is through the use of a component system. The 2504 is Scott's new FM stereo component music system. From the professional automatic turntable and sensitive FM/FM stereo tuner to the matched Scott extended-range speakers, the 2504 has been expertly engineered to give you the finest compact entertainment center available for your home.

- EASY TO CONNECT just plug in the two matched stereo speakers, then relax and enjoy the music.
- EASY TO PLAY most knobs are set just once, to custom fit the sound to your own tastes and room acoustics.
- EASY TO ENJOY hear regular or stereo records...any size, any speed. Enjoy FM and FM stereo. You can plug in a tape recorder or tape cartridge player. You can even connect a microphone and electric guitar and create your own music!
Scott 2504 Compact Stereo Music System

The 2504 is Scott's newest compact stereo system. Featuring increased tuner sensitivity and amplifier power, this deluxe system also incorporates a stylus cleaning device to prolong the life of the polished diamond stylus and keep your records clean and new. Scott S-14 wide range speakers are standard equipment, giving you the deep and vibrant sound you'd expect from the finest audio equipment.

Complete component controls let you adjust the music to your own tastes and room acoustics.

Microphone/Guitar mixer controls let you make your own music on one or both channels.

Spacious FM stereo is yours with Scott's amazing new compact tuner.

Professional automatic turntable by Garrard plays records of all sizes, all speeds.

Highly sensitive Pickering magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus faithfully reproduces every sound on your records.

Accurate tuning meter helps you tune for best possible reception.

Extra speaker provision lets you have music in other rooms.

Stereo headphone output allows you to listen in privacy, with speakers turned off.

Stereo light indicator goes on only when turntable has automatically switched to stereo operation.

Scott S-14 wide range speaker systems are specially matched to perform best with Scott solid state electronics.

2504 Controls

Model 2504 Deluxe FM-stereo Music System incorporates Scott S-14 extended range speaker systems.